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E-mail Upgrade FROM THE GROUND UP. By: Mitchell, Robert L. Computerworld. 4/7/2003, Vol. 37 Issue 


14, p25. 2p. 1 Diagram. Abstract: Details  the success of Aventis  Pharmaceuticals Inc. in upgrading its  e-mail 


system  that span some 50 countries. Number of users  of the company's  e-mail system; Computer software 


from  Microsoft Corp. being used by the company for its  e-mail system; Number of years  it took the company 


to complete the project. (AN: 9514072) 
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E-mail Upgrade FROM THE GROUND UP  


Aventis Pharmaceuticals' 55,000-user Exchange Server upgrade 


forced a complete rebuilding of its global IT infrastructure that 


has taken three years to complete. 


THREE YEARS after beginning a 55,000-user e-mail system upgrade 


that spans some 50 countries, Rolf Hansmann, director of global e-


mail and collaboration services at Aventis Pharmaceuticals Inc., has 


reason to celebrate. 


His eight-member global messaging group has upgraded more than 


162 of the company's 214 Microsoft Exchange 5.5 servers to 


Exchange 2000 and has migrated more than 94% of all user accounts 


to Exchange 2000 servers. This spring, as the last user mailboxes 


finally migrate off Exchange 5.5, Aventis will have an entirely new 


messaging architecture that requires fewer servers while making e-


mail delivery virtually instantaneous across the company, Hansmann 


says. The new system also introduced Exchange instant messaging 


and conferencing features, as well as Outlook Web Access for remote 


users, all of which are popular with users. 


But getting there hasn't been easy. The project involved more than 


simply upgrading Exchange servers; it served as the catalyst for a 


massive redesign of the Bridgewater, N.J.-based company's Windows 


NT domain server infrastructure around Windows 2000 Server and 
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Active Directory, which Exchange 2000 requires to store user account 


information. 


The project began shortly after Hoechst Marion Roussel Inc. and 


Rhone-Poulenc SA merged to form Aventis SA and its Aventis 


Pharmaceuticals subsidiary in December 1999. The merged  


pharmaceutical business units both used Exchange 5.5 and Windows 


NT 4, but the combined company had 11 Windows account domains, 


150 resource domains and two separate Exchange 5.5, Domain 


Name System (DNS) and Windows Internet Naming Service 


infrastructures. In stitching the two together, the Strasbourg, France -


based company created an elaborate web of about 2,000 cross -


domain trusts. 


Hoechst had already been experimenting with Release Candidate 1 of 


Exchange 2000 as a Microsoft Joint Development Program pa rtner. 


Aventis enlisted consultants from Microsoft Corp. and St. Louis -based 


Horizons Consulting Inc. to help with the infrastructure changes. "We 


wanted all Windows 2000 domain controllers and global catalogs set 


up before Exchange 2000 was installed," sa ys Harjinder "Nij" Nijar, 


head of global Active Directory services at Aventis. The team began 


in-place upgrades of the NT 4 domain controllers in early 2000. Within 


two months, it had migrated all old account and resource domains into 


a new Active Directory structure. 


Although a different group manages Windows servers, the global 


messaging group kept control of the Active Directory design and 


domain controller deployments. "Active Directory, [DNS] naming 


resolution and Exchange belong so close together that if you don't 


own that in one group, you will run into big problems," Nijar says. 


To speed message delivery, Aventis used a three -tier e-mail server 


architecture consisting of dedicated, redundant "connector servers" 


routing messages and "user servers" handling local mailboxes. Both 


the Active Directory and Exchange server topology follow the 


corporate WAN topology. In that way, "you always know what your 


next hop is," says Horizon consultant Henry Creagh. 


Hansmann says connector servers play another key ro le: "They ... 


provide language interfaces because we are providing Outlook in 42 


languages." 


The messaging group also set up a testing lab with 22 servers that 


mirrored Aventis' messaging and domain controller topology, before 


beginning initial deployments. 


Exchange Phases In 


Aventis upgraded the connector servers before migrating user 


servers. The user server rollout involved installing new Windows 2000 


machines with Exchange 5.5, moving the messaging databases over 


and then upgrading the system to Exchange 2000. 
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But first the messaging team used Exchange 2000's Active Directory 


Connector (ADC) utility to import information about user mailbox 


accounts and public folders from the 5.5 servers into Active Directory. 


The ADC also helps synchronize mailbox objects with legacy 


Exchange 5.5 servers. Aventis also had to set up the Site Replication 


Service (SRS), which emulates an Exchange 5.5 directory, to allow 


interoperability between the Exchange 2000 and Exchange 5.5 


directories. 


Unlike Exchange 5.5, Exchange 2000 requires a one -to-one mapping 


of mailbox and user accounts, and since ADC imports only the first 


mailbox it encounters, redundant accounts had to be eliminated 


beforehand, Creagh says. Rooting those out was a time -consuming 


process for administrators, he adds. 


The first pilot, in Kansas City, Mo., consolidated 4,000 mailboxes on 


nine servers to four machines running Exchange 2000. Exchange's 


ability to support up to 20 message databases per server enabled the 


consolidation, as did installing more powerful server hardware and  


moving the message databases onto a Hewlett-Packard Co. SAN 


works storage-area network (SAN). 


Local backup-and-restore time requirements and backup capabilities 


dictated the message database design at each site, Creagh says. "We 


size it to meet their SLA [service-level agreement]," he says. "If they 


have an old, junky tape drive, we size it for that." In a few larger sites 


with a SAN, faster serverless backup technologies can support larger 


databases, but most message databases don't exceed 20MB to 


25MB, Creagh says. 


Aventis specified basic server configurations, but it didn't make sense 


to specify server brands or models globally, Hansmann says. Aventis 


avoided Exchange 2000's clustering, despite high uptime 


requirements. 


"Any errors that have been catastrophic have been data corruption," 


Creagh says. "Once you've got corruption, who cares if you've got 


clustering?" To optimize performance, Aventis also requires mailbox 


servers to separate the operating system and Exchange binaries from 


log files and data by placing them on separate physical drives. 


Initially, even sites that had entirely cut over to Exchange 2000 still 


had to use SRS and its less efficient remote procedure call 


mechanism to replicate directory information with downstream 


Exchange 2000 servers. This wasted bandwidth over slower WAN 


links. 


Working with Microsoft, Aventis found a way to let the connector 


servers handle SRS replication for the user servers at Exchange 2000 


sites, allowing the sites to use Exchange 2000's support for the more 


efficient Simple Mail Transport Protocol. 








Aventis also deployed an Exchange Conferencing Server in Frankfurt 


to coordinate online meetings. But getting multicast video support 


required the messaging group to work with the networking group to 


configure the routers worldwide -- a process that took about a year to 


complete. Hansmann says both instant messaging and data 


conferencing are used often, but he laments that many users view the 


video option, with its tiny image windows, as more of a toy. 


Also, he says the NetMeeting client software relies on Dynamic Link 


Libraries on his Windows 2000 workstations that don't support echo 


cancellation or background-noise reduction. Windows XP supports it, 


but not with Conferencing Server, according to Micros oft. 


Examining the Trade-offs 


Although Exchange 2000 is faster and more reliable, the benefits of 


the upgrade are mostly invisible to end users, Hansmann says. 


Administrators, however, have seen a big difference. Once the last 


Exchange 5.5 server cuts over, Exchange 2000 will run in peer mode, 


allowing more granular control. The global messaging group will take 


exclusive control of the connector server infrastructure and delegate 


user server chores to local administrators. 


Hansmann says it will be a relief to do away with the ADC and SRS 


configurations. "You need to maintain 5.5 and 2000 simultaneously 


with ADC connectors and [SRS], which is not easy," he says. 


"Running these environments beside each other is costly, so it's better 


to upgrade fast." 


User server administrators now must use two tools instead of one: 


Active Directory and a new version of Exchange System 


Manager(ESM), says Sigrid Vogel, a systems engineer in Frankfurt. 


She likes the new version of the ESM's Tracking Tool, which is much 


faster, but she says it lacks some search criteria that were available in 


the previous version. For example, it can't track messages coming in 


through one specific connector, she says. Ed Wu, Microsoft's product 


manager for Exchange, says you can track by sender, recipient 


message ID, time and server. 


Vogel says Aventis also experienced problems with Exchange 


message transfer agents failing over Exchange 5.5 to 2000 


connections during peak traffic loads. Now servers are monitored and 


restarted once memory usage reaches a certain threshold. "Microsoft 


has done work to mitigate this issue in Exchange 2003," says Wu, but 


a fix isn't available for Exchange 2000. 


Maurene Grey, an analyst at Gartner Inc. in Stamford, Conn., pegs 


the cost of an Exchange 2000 migration at $150 to $200 per user, not 


including the Active Directory migration. But Hansmann says his costs 


fell far short of that. Server hardware upgrades were due anyway, he 


says, and by stretching out the migration timeline, he was able to 


complete part of the rollout using existing staff. He estimates that the 
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total project cost, including incremental labor, will be $2 million to $3 


million, or about $36 to $55 per seat. 


Hansmann measures the success of the consolidated system by its 


ability to handle extreme message-volume growth. In a 14-month 


period that ended in October 2002, monthly e-mail message volume 


doubled to 39 million, or 3.7TB of data. Aventis is already planning an 


Exchange Server 2003 upgrade to leverage that product's backup -


snapshot capability and more efficient remote-access capabilities. "I 


need these kinds of improvements to stay ahead of my e -mail traffic," 


Hansmann says. 


Migration Lessons 


• Clean the data. Avoid importing Exchange 5.5 information until 


redundant and disabled accounts are removed. 


• Own Active Directory. As the repository for Exchange 2000 user 


mailboxes, distribution lists and other information, the messaging 


group should be intimately involved in Active Directory design and 


deployment. 


• Train Exchange administrators. Administrative tools directly 


manipulate Active Directory. Administrators need to understand the 


implications. 


• Move quickly. Maintaining a mixed Exchange 5.5/2000 environment 


is complicated and costly. 


DIAGRAM: AVENTIS' EXCHANGE 2000 SERVER TOPOLOGY 
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By Robert L. Mitchell 
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